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QUESTION 1

A company wants to send a coupon code to VIP customers who have abandoned their cart. The company also wants to
track email open and forward count, as well as disable the coupon code after a single use. 

Which set of platforms and native services should a Solution Architect recommend to satisfy these requirements? 

A. Service Cloud for customer segmentation; third-party service for creation of coupon codes; B2C Commerce and
Marketing Cloud functionalities to send abandoned cart emails; Service Cloud to track email opens and forwards. 

B. Marketing Cloud for customer segmentation; B2C Commerce for creation of coupon codes; B2C Commerce and
Marketing Cloud functionalities to send abandoned cart emails; Marketing Cloud to track email opens and forwards. 

C. B2C Commerce for customer segmentation; Service Cloud for creation of coupon codes; B2C Commerce and
Marketing Cloud functionalities to send abandoned cart emails; Service Cloud to track email opens and forwards. 

D. Marketing Cloud for customer segmentation; Service Cloud for creation of coupon codes; B2C Commerce to send
abandoned cart emails; Tableau CRM to track email opens and forwards. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

An organization chose a multi-cloud solution that Is comprised of Service Cloud and B2C Commerce. The organization
now wants to ensure that the theme of Its self-service portal Is consistent with the theme of its B2C Commerce
storefront. 

How should a Solution Architect ensure that this requirement Is met? 

A. Set the value of the Style Sheet URL setting to match the publicly-accessible URL of the style sheet the organization
wants to use. 

B. Set the value of the Portal Theme URL setting to match the publicly-accessible URL of the style sheet the
organization wants to use. 

C. Copy any relevant .ess code from the organization\\'s website and paste it into the pages for the self-service portal in
Page Builder. 

D. Make a copy of the appropriate .ess file from the organization\\'s web server and upload it to the self-service portal. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer service team raised a new business requirement that requires a multi-cloud solution design between B2C
Commerce, Service Cloud, and Marketing Cloud. A Solution Architect has been hired to lead the design of the multi-
cloud solution. 

Which two actions should the Solution Architect take to accurately capture requirements and deliver the solution
overview? 
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Choose 2 answers 

A. Include functional subject matter experts and technical resources across multiple discovery workshops, grouped by
business function to ensure all requirements are captured. 

B. Conduct discovery workshops and upon completion present the solution back to the design authority or executive
stakeholders to validate the solution. 

C. Conduct discovery workshops to create a user acceptance testing document and invite business owners, each cloud
technical architect, and implementation development team. 

D. Include the customer service team so that they can provide detailed user stories prior to the discovery workshops. 

Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 4

An organization wants to add Service Cloud to their existing Salesforce Org currently hosting Sales Cloud. They know
that an integrated customer service experience is a key component of a successful long-term relationship with their
customers. After doing some research they learned that the Service Cloud connector can help start their implementation
and they are now ready to proceed. 

Which two functionality considerations should they be aware of when introducing the B2C Commerce to Service Cloud
Connector into an existing Salesforce Org? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. In order to implement the Service Cloud Connector it is necessary to enable Person Accounts, a change which
cannot be reverted once implemented. 

B. The Service Cloud Connector is distributed as a managed package that can be extended to meet client-specific
needs but with core functionality that cannot be altered. 

C. The Service Cloud Connector natively supports accounts and contacts, households, and multi-brand customer
models. 

D. The Service Cloud Connector provides a collection of Lightning and Visualforce components that display customer
and order information within Service Cloud, which needs to be customized and deployed by a developer. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A company plans to build a new B2C Commerce storefront for a popular segment of products that generate high-volume
sales. Their team is evaluating whether B2C Commerce is the right platform to build this storefront, and they are
specifically concerned about how quotas and limits directly impact the efficiency and stability of solutions built on the
platform. 

Which two considerations should a Solution Architect keep in mind when considering B2C Commerce Governance and
Quotas? 

Choose 2 answers 
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A. Object quotas status is updated with an up to 20-minute delay. Therefore, a Solution Architect must consider this
delay when performing calculations related to traffic and limits. 

B. For sandbox instances, quotas can be softened by exporting them from a production instance and importing them
onto a sandbox instance. This approach lets Solution Architects match the development environment to the production
environment. 

C. Unless a site :s experiencing performance issues, the Solution Architect car assume that quota violations have not
occurred. 

D. If an enforced quota is exceeded, an exception is thrown, which prevents the current operation from completing. The
Solution Architect should design the solution so that the exception can be caught within a customization. 

Correct Answer: AD 
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